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- data-flow semantics for determinism
- task parallelism for extra scalability
- combined data and task parallelism to hide latency 
   (data-driven execution)
- pipeline parallelism to reduce the impact on memory bandwidth
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    record int rec;
} P_params, C_params; 
void P (P_params *params) {
    record int rec = params->rec
    view w = alloc_view();
    connect writer (w, rec);
    set_horizon (w, 1);
    for (int i = 1; i <= 1000; i++) {
        stall (w, i);
        w[[i]] = i + external;
        commit (w, i);
    }
    free_view (w);
}
main () {
    int hor = MIN(view_horizons) 
                  * BUF_SIZE_FACTOR;
    void *rec;
    rec = alloc_record(sizeof(int), hor);
    set_number_of_writers(rec, 1);
    set_number_of_readers(rec, 1);
    pthread_create (&P, &{ rec });
    pthread_create (&C, &{ rec });
}




 Record buffer size
void C (P_params *params) {
    record int rec = params->rec
    view r = alloc_view(); 
    connect_reader (r, rec);
    set_horizon (r, 1);
    while ((i = update (r, i + 1)) != 0)
        printf ("%d\n", 
                     r[[i]] * external);
        release (r, i);
    }
    free_view (r);
}
void C (P_params *params) {
    ...
    set_horizon (r, 256);
    int mask = r->position_mask;
    receive (r, i + 256);
    while ((i = update (r, i + 256)) != i + 256)
    {
        receive (r, i + 256);
        for (int j = 0; j < 256; j++)
        {
            int pos = (i - 256) & mask;
            printf ("%d\n", r->data[pos + j] * 
                                   external);
        }
        release (r, i);
        prev_i = i;
    }
    if(i != 0) {
        int pos = (i - 256) & mask;
        for(int j = prev_i+1; j <= i; j++)
            printf ("%d\n", r->data[j & mask]);
        release (r, i);
    } 





 - Multi-producer, multi-consumer FIFO
 - FIFO with random peek/poke access
 - Lock-free implementation:
     - neither atomic instructions nor fences 
 - Cache-aware
...
    while ((i = update (r, i + 256)) != i + 256)
    {
        receive (r, i + 256);
        int pos = (i - 256) & mask;
        for (int j = 0; j < 256; j += vector_factor)
        {
            vector int tmp1 = {external, ... };
            vector int tmp2;
            tmp2 = tmp1 * 
                        (vector int *) &(r->data[pos + j]);
            for(int h = 0; h < vector_factor; h++)
                printf ("%d\n", tmp2[h]); 
       }
        release (r, i);
        prev_i = i;






#pragma omp parallel for \
           num_threads(3)
#pragma omp single
    for(int i = 1; i <= 1000; i++)
    {
#pragma omp task output(tmp)
        int tmp = i + external
#pragma omp task input(tmp)
        printf("%d\n", 
                   tmp * external);
    }
}
writer reader










process C (record int rec) {
    view r; int i = 0;
    connect_reader (r, rec);
    set_horizon (r, 1);
    while ((i = update (r, i + 1)) != 0)
        printf ("%d\n", 
                  r[[i]] * external);
        release (r, i);
    }
}
process P (record int rec) {
    view w;
    connect writer (w, rec);
    set_horizon (w, 1);
    for (int i = 1; i <= 1000; i++) {
        stall (w, i);
        w[[i]] = i + external;
        commit (w, i);
    }
}
main () {
    record int rec;
    set_number_of_writers(1);
    set_number_of_readers(1);
    run P(rec);
    run C(rec);
}
reading window
Current writable elements by writer1

















Fine-grain parallelism with FFT (Opteron)
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Figure 11. Performance of jpeg w.r.t. synchronization grain size
grain. Larger bursts are required to reach the performance plateau
when running on all cores. Also, increasing the burst size eventu-
ally yields performance degradation when running out of one or
both cache levels. Speedup reaches 4.94× on Xeon and 4.85×
on Opteron for the optimal grain (image width), exploiting task-
level parallelism only. These numbers are low but they confirm
that ERBIUM succeeds in exploiting extremely fine-grain thread-
parallelism on real applications. This is encouraging about the
scalability on future manycore architectures, when data-parallelism
alone does not scale.
The streaming codes we considered are bandwidth-bound, like
the majority of signal-processing codes. The Xeon’s front-side
bus is clearly penalized on such codes compared to the Opteron’s
Hypertransport interconnect:7 data-parallelism is limitted by off-
chip memory bandwidth. Compared to a pure task-level parallel
(pipelined) implementation, data parallelism offers better scalabil-
ity in theory; and compared to a pure data-parallel implementation,
pipelining reduces memory bandwidth contention and amortizes
load imbalance (absence of synchronization barrier). The tradeoff
between task and data-level parallelism depends on the target ar-
chitecture, and is becoming one of the key challenges when adapt-
ing a computational application to a new platform. Our results
show that ERBIUM is an ideal tool to explore this tradeoff. Notice
that pipelining also increases expressiveness, extracting parallelism
from dependent iterations in a loop, as in 802.11a. Overall, ER-
BIUM leverages much more flexible, scalable and efficient forms
parallelism than restricted models.
5.3 Comparison With Lightweight Scheduling of Short Tasks
ERBIUM favors long-running tasks with iterated lightweight syn-
chronizations. This differs from a more common approach where
concurrency is expressed at the level of atomic, short running tasks.
Figure 12 compares the execution time of the exploration syn-
thetic benchmark with a Cilk implementation spawning short-lived
user-level tasks [36]. We consider the Core 2 target, and Cilk is
run with the --nproc 4 option to generate parallel code, and with
the --nproc 1 option to specialize the code for sequential exe-
cution. The baseline sequential execution takes almost 7 s for the
finest synchronization grain, and 5 s for larger ones. The parallel
Cilk version with the finest synchronization takes 221.4 s and the
corresponding ERBIUM version takes 107.7 s. The performance
gap widens significantly for intermediate size bursts, and reaches
almost 5× when the ERBIUM version reaches its performance
plateau. But the most important figure in practice is that the ER-
7 The Dunnington microarchitecture was the last incarnation of Xeon before
Intel switched to the Quick Path Interconnect.


















Figure 12. Long-lived processes vs. short-lived atomic tasks
BIUM version breaks even for grain size 80× smaller than Cilk. It
demonstrates the need for streaming communications among long-
lived processes as an essential abstraction for scalable concurrency.
These numbers also explain the poor performance of the Cilk
FFT implementation. Data-parallelism dominates the scalability of
the FFT, and Cilk incurs a noticeable scheduling and synchroniza-
tion overhead for data-parallel execution. ERBIUM avoids this over-
head by running data-parallel tasks fully independently, and imple-
menting synchronizations across butterfly stages at a much lower
cost.
We also compared ERBIUM with StarSs, in its SMPSs fla-
vor [37]. StarSs is perfectly suited to express our data-flow ap-
plications. However, its current execution model relies on data-
driven scheduling and lightweight threading. Our experiments with
fmradio show that StarSs achieves 3.88× speedup on Xeon and
2.97× on Opteron, 3 to 4 times less than ERBIUM.
Short-lived atomic tasks may be better supported with dedicated
hardware [32]. But the TTL approach already demonstrated the
hardware acceleration of streaming communications [26], and the
best usage of hardware resources is not clear. Of course, lightweight
threading techniques are still very useful for load balancing and
to increase the reactivity of passive synchronizations (blocking
update()/stall() on empty/full buffer).
6. Related Work
Concurrency models have been designed for maximal expressive-
ness and generality [27,38], with language counterparts such as Oc-
cam [12]. Asynchronous versions have been proposed to simplify
the implementation on distributed platforms and increase perfor-
mance [18,28,39], with language counterparts such as JoCaml [17].
Our goal is different: parallelism is only a specialization and opti-
mization of ERBIUM. We need concurrency if it is useful for ex-
ploiting parallelism on some target platform. The data-flow con-
currency expressed in our model is sufficient to expose scalable
parallelism in a wide spectrum of applications; it also offers strong
determinism and liveness guarantees that evade more expressive
models.
Our work is strongly influenced by data-flow and streaming
languages, including Id and I-Structures [3], SISAL [30], Lus-
tre [24], Lucid Synchrone [9], Jade [49] and StreamIt [54,55].





















 - 4 socket Intel Xeon E7450
 - 24 cores at 2.4 GHz
 - 64 GB of memory
 - 32KB L1 cache, 
 - 3MB L2 (2 cores)
 - 12MB L3 
Opteron Machine:
 - 4 socket AMD Opteron 8380
 - 16 cores at 2.5 GHz
 - 64 GB of memory
 - 64 KB L1 cache
 - 512 KB L2  per core
 - 6 MB L3
Front-end Expansion
Task fusion
 Static scheduling } New IntermediateRepresentation
Motivation:








































Figure 3. Burst size impact on Xeon (left) and Opteron (right).




























































Figure 4. Performance of fft on Xeon. Single settings (left) and best settings per data point (right).






























































Figure 5. Performance of fft on Opteron. Single settings (left) and best settings per data point (right).
version. On Xeon and Opteron exploiting this pipeline-parallelism,
even if it means reducing the amount of data-parallelism, allows
to reduce contention. To better analyze the intrinsic synchroniza-
tion performance of ERBIUM, we also show performance results
on the smaller single-node Core 2 platform on Figure 6. As the
possible concurrency is reduced, the data-parallel versions stand
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